Call for Research Papers/Articles

Respected Sir/Mam,

It is indeed a great pleasure to share with you that we are planning to bring out an Edited Book (with ISBN) as a part of the national webinar “WOMEN ISSUES AND CHALLENGES DURING COVID – 19 PANDEMIC: PROSPECTIVE MEASURES”. We would like to request you to contribute research Papers/Articles (not previously published anywhere) of your domain relating to the main theme, which may help to understand women issues. Papers after selection by the reviewing committee will be published.

**Guideline while writing research paper:**

1. Length of the paper should not exceed 4000 words including abstract (in 300 words) and keywords (3 to 5).
2. Paper should be neatly typed in English on MS word, Time New Roman, Font Size- 12. Title of the paper should be bold, Time New Roman, Font Size- 14.
3. For References/Bibliography Authors are requested to follow APA style.
4. The Papers/Articles should be the original work of the authors and a certificate of self-declaration to be submitted along with paper confirming originality.
5. The Number of Authors in a Paper/Article should not be more than two.
6. Details of each Author like full name, address, name of institution, email ID, mobile No. etc. should be clearly mentioned in the front page of the paper.
7. Printing Contribution is Rs. 1200 (one thousand two hundred rupees) for single authored papers (per copy/per author) and Rs. 2200 for double authored papers (two copies/two authors), the contribution to be deposited directly into the Bank Account and details which will be intimated only after the acceptance of the paper/article. Authors must bear their courier charges.
8. *Last date of submission of full paper is 30th July, 2020.*
9. Submit full papers at goswami.pallabi29@gmail.com

For details contact,
Dr. Pallabi Goswami, 
Assistant Professor, 
Barnagar College, Sorbhog, Barpeta, Assam

Contact no: 7002071102
Email ID: goswami.pallabi29@gmail.com